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Why?
Preferences & Sorting?Preferences & Sorting?

Lower-ef�ciency homes are less expensive, income constraints Lower-ef�ciency homes are less expensive, income constraints  "coming "coming
to the nuisance" (Banzhaf, 2011; Depro et al, 2015)to the nuisance" (Banzhaf, 2011; Depro et al, 2015)
But conditional on income, do minority households prefer lower ef�ciency?But conditional on income, do minority households prefer lower ef�ciency?
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Durham, NC Redlining Map (source: URichmond Mapping Inequality)Durham, NC Redlining Map (source: URichmond Mapping Inequality)
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Homeowners Loan
Corporation (HOLC)

New Deal agency tasked withNew Deal agency tasked with
assessing mortgage risk for federalassessing mortgage risk for federal
re�nancing effortsre�nancing efforts
Neighborhoods risk-graded byNeighborhoods risk-graded by
local agents 1933-1939local agents 1933-1939
Largely considered "subversiveLargely considered "subversive
minorities" to be harbinger ofminorities" to be harbinger of
decline and risk.decline and risk.
Widespread discrimination inWidespread discrimination in
housing via discriminatory lendinghousing via discriminatory lending

Example survey. (URichmond MappingExample survey. (URichmond Mapping
Inequality)Inequality)
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: Energy Inequity is in part the result of a hysteresis effect rooted
in historic housing discrimination.
Redlining was a "critical juncture" that separated otherwise similar housing stock.Redlining was a "critical juncture" that separated otherwise similar housing stock.

Test by examining modern differences in home energy services quality betweenTest by examining modern differences in home energy services quality between
redlined and observably similar non-redlined households, measured asredlined and observably similar non-redlined households, measured as

(1) (1) presence of suf�cient heating technologypresence of suf�cient heating technology and and
(2) (2) energy consumption responses to cold weather shocksenergy consumption responses to cold weather shocks
Controlling for historic and current small neighborhood characteristicsControlling for historic and current small neighborhood characteristics
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Historic data  many assumptions
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Prior literature
Hoffman et al (2020) urban heat islands and redlined areasHoffman et al (2020) urban heat islands and redlined areas
Nardone et al (2019) asthma and redlined areasNardone et al (2019) asthma and redlined areas
Aaronson et al (2020) examined credit availability in redlined areas over 1930-Aaronson et al (2020) examined credit availability in redlined areas over 1930-
1980 with RD-based analysis1980 with RD-based analysis

Enlightening and incredibly inconvenient:
Fishback, La Voice, Shertzer, and Walsh (2020) on Fishback, La Voice, Shertzer, and Walsh (2020) on endogeneity of redliningendogeneity of redlining
designation.designation.

Used linked 1930 census address data and HOLC maps to show that redlinedUsed linked 1930 census address data and HOLC maps to show that redlined
areas captured pre-existing economic and racial discontinuities in space.areas captured pre-existing economic and racial discontinuities in space.
Border discontinuities not smooth in unobserveds. Even large moves inBorder discontinuities not smooth in unobserveds. Even large moves in
boundaries would still capture pre-existing segregations.boundaries would still capture pre-existing segregations.
Hillier (2003) no widespread proof that HOLC maps were distributed and used.Hillier (2003) no widespread proof that HOLC maps were distributed and used.

Prior literaturePrior literature
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Rent in 193XRent in 193X
Income in 193XIncome in 193X

Presence of minorities in 193XPresence of minorities in 193X
Repair quality of housing in 193XRepair quality of housing in 193X

Empirical strategy
Acknowledging Fishback et al (2020), I control for selection on observables:Acknowledging Fishback et al (2020), I control for selection on observables:

Assume:
Conditional on observables that determined selection, Grade D (red) is as goodConditional on observables that determined selection, Grade D (red) is as good
as randomly assignedas randomly assigned
Unobserved neighborhood characteristics in 1930's not captured byUnobserved neighborhood characteristics in 1930's not captured by
observables are no longer relevant today.observables are no longer relevant today.

Identi�cation of effect of redlining uses observably similar HOLC
neighborhoods

Many Grade C (yellow) areas had larger Black populations, lower rents, worseMany Grade C (yellow) areas had larger Black populations, lower rents, worse
home repair than nearby Grade D (red).home repair than nearby Grade D (red).
Multiple surveyorsMultiple surveyors
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Solution: very �exible with linear controls.Solution: very �exible with linear controls.
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HOLC from URichmond "Mapping Inequality"

196 cities, 8,877 neighborhoods196 cities, 8,877 neighborhoods
Survey data processedSurvey data processed

Grade Grade AA--BB--CC--DD
Repair classRepair class
Median income 1936Median income 1936
Mean rent 1936Mean rent 1936
Presence of Blacks 1936Presence of Blacks 1936

2018 ACS at block-group

44,357 BGs intersect HOLC44,357 BGs intersect HOLC
Heating fuelHeating fuel
Coal + "None" Coal + "None"  substandard substandard
Racial distributionRacial distribution
Median income 2018Median income 2018

Data - Heating technologyData - Heating technology
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Overlay BG with HOLC, keeping thoseOverlay BG with HOLC, keeping those
BG that have >80% within one gradeBG that have >80% within one grade

Take areal average when BG coversTake areal average when BG covers
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6,715 have most HOLC information6,715 have most HOLC information
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Measuring Hh response to temperature shocks

California RASS (Residential Appliance Saturation Survey)
Con�dential dataset with 24,216 homes surveyed in CA in 2009Con�dential dataset with 24,216 homes surveyed in CA in 2009

Monthly consumption (from utility) for electricity, gas (if used)Monthly consumption (from utility) for electricity, gas (if used)
Monthly HDD and CDDMonthly HDD and CDD
Primary heating fuelPrimary heating fuel
IncomeIncome
Nighttime thermostat setpointNighttime thermostat setpoint
Daytime thermostat setpointDaytime thermostat setpoint
Zip codeZip code

138 households in 37 zip codes138 households in 37 zip codes with >80% coverage for electric with >80% coverage for electric
1,018 households in 83 zip codes1,018 households in 83 zip codes with >80% coverage for gas with >80% coverage for gas

Data - Hh ConsumptionData - Hh Consumption
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 is share is share
of 2018 homes with coal or noof 2018 homes with coal or no
heating fuel in block-group heating fuel in block-group 

 is coef�cient of interest is coef�cient of interest
 is repair class, 2018 is repair class, 2018

demographicsdemographics

 are county FEs for county  are county FEs for county 
 are county-speci�c slope are county-speci�c slope

shiftersshifters

Median income in 1936, 2018Median income in 1936, 2018
Mean rent 1935Mean rent 1935
Presence of Blacks in 1936Presence of Blacks in 1936

Flexible �xed effect speci�cation
  
  

Analysis: Substandard Heating Tech.Analysis: Substandard Heating Tech.
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Result: Substandard Heating Tech.Result: Substandard Heating Tech.
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Response to temperature shocks
Home may have insuf�cient energy service quality if energy consumptionHome may have insuf�cient energy service quality if energy consumption
responses to weather shocks are very large.responses to weather shocks are very large.

Analysis: Hh ConsumptionAnalysis: Hh Consumption
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Consumption response is endogenousConsumption response is endogenous
Both will have low consumption response to weather shocks:Both will have low consumption response to weather shocks:
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Result: Hh ConsumptionResult: Hh Consumption
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Evidence of lingering differences in heating technology in/out of redlined
areas

Remains after controlling for observable differences in 193XRemains after controlling for observable differences in 193X
Useful for targeting of energy ef�ciency programsUseful for targeting of energy ef�ciency programs

Evidence of larger consumption responses to cold weather shocks in
redlined areas

Conditional on 193X observablesConditional on 193X observables
Conditional on thermostat setpointsConditional on thermostat setpoints

Further work
Understanding selection into Grade D (red)Understanding selection into Grade D (red)
"Stickiness" of redlined areas"Stickiness" of redlined areas

ConclusionConclusion
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: Energy Inequity is in part the result of a hysteresis effect rooted
in historic housing discrimination.
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1980 with RD-based analysis1980 with RD-based analysis

Enlightening and incredibly inconvenient:
Fishback, La Voice, Shertzer, and Walsh (2020) on Fishback, La Voice, Shertzer, and Walsh (2020) on endogeneity of redliningendogeneity of redlining
designation.designation.

Used linked 1930 census address data and HOLC maps to show that redlinedUsed linked 1930 census address data and HOLC maps to show that redlined
areas captured pre-existing economic and racial discontinuities in space.areas captured pre-existing economic and racial discontinuities in space.
Border discontinuities not smooth in unobserveds. Even large moves inBorder discontinuities not smooth in unobserveds. Even large moves in
boundaries would still capture pre-existing segregations.boundaries would still capture pre-existing segregations.
Hillier (2003) no widespread proof that HOLC maps were distributed and used.Hillier (2003) no widespread proof that HOLC maps were distributed and used.

Prior literaturePrior literature
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Rent in 193XRent in 193X
Income in 193XIncome in 193X

Presence of minorities in 193XPresence of minorities in 193X
Repair quality of housing in 193XRepair quality of housing in 193X

Empirical strategy
Acknowledging Fishback et al (2020), I control for selection on observables:Acknowledging Fishback et al (2020), I control for selection on observables:

Assume:
Conditional on observables that determined selection, Grade D (red) is as goodConditional on observables that determined selection, Grade D (red) is as good
as randomly assignedas randomly assigned
Unobserved neighborhood characteristics in 1930's not captured byUnobserved neighborhood characteristics in 1930's not captured by
observables are no longer relevant today.observables are no longer relevant today.

Identi�cation of effect of redlining uses observably similar HOLC
neighborhoods

Many Grade C (yellow) areas had larger Black populations, lower rents, worseMany Grade C (yellow) areas had larger Black populations, lower rents, worse
home repair than nearby Grade D (red).home repair than nearby Grade D (red).
Multiple surveyorsMultiple surveyors

AnalysisAnalysis
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Rent in 193XRent in 193X
Income in 193XIncome in 193X

Presence of minorities in 193XPresence of minorities in 193X
Repair quality of housing in 193XRepair quality of housing in 193X

Empirical strategy
Acknowledging Fishback et al (2020), I control for selection on observables:Acknowledging Fishback et al (2020), I control for selection on observables:

Assume:
Conditional on observables that determined selection, Grade D (red) is as goodConditional on observables that determined selection, Grade D (red) is as good
as randomly assignedas randomly assigned
Unobserved neighborhood characteristics in 1930's not captured byUnobserved neighborhood characteristics in 1930's not captured by
observables are no longer relevant today.observables are no longer relevant today.

Identi�cation of effect of redlining uses observably similar HOLC
neighborhoods

Many Grade C (yellow) areas had larger Black populations, lower rents, worseMany Grade C (yellow) areas had larger Black populations, lower rents, worse
home repair than nearby Grade D (red).home repair than nearby Grade D (red).
Multiple surveyorsMultiple surveyors
Drawback: leaning on linear controls.Drawback: leaning on linear controls.

Solution: very �exible with linear controls.Solution: very �exible with linear controls.

AnalysisAnalysis
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HOLC from URichmond "Mapping Inequality"

196 cities, 8,877 neighborhoods196 cities, 8,877 neighborhoods
Survey data processedSurvey data processed

Grade Grade AA--BB--CC--DD
Repair classRepair class
Median income 1936Median income 1936
Mean rent 1936Mean rent 1936
Presence of Blacks 1936Presence of Blacks 1936

2018 ACS at block-group

44,357 BGs intersect HOLC44,357 BGs intersect HOLC
Heating fuelHeating fuel
Coal + "None" Coal + "None"  substandard substandard
Racial distributionRacial distribution
Median income 2018Median income 2018

Data - Heating technologyData - Heating technology

→→
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HOLC from URichmond "Mapping Inequality"

196 cities, 8,877 neighborhoods196 cities, 8,877 neighborhoods
Survey data processedSurvey data processed

Grade Grade AA--BB--CC--DD
Repair classRepair class
Median income 1936Median income 1936
Mean rent 1936Mean rent 1936
Presence of Blacks 1936Presence of Blacks 1936

2018 ACS at block-group

44,357 BGs intersect HOLC44,357 BGs intersect HOLC
Heating fuelHeating fuel
Coal + "None" Coal + "None"  substandard substandard
Racial distributionRacial distribution
Median income 2018Median income 2018

Overlay BG with HOLC, keeping thoseOverlay BG with HOLC, keeping those
BG that have >80% within one gradeBG that have >80% within one grade

Take areal average when BG coversTake areal average when BG covers
multiple HOLC neigbhorhoods ofmultiple HOLC neigbhorhoods of
same gradesame grade
6,715 have most HOLC information6,715 have most HOLC information

Data - Heating technologyData - Heating technology

→→
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Measuring Hh response to temperature shocks

California RASS (Residential Appliance Saturation Survey)
Con�dential dataset with 24,216 homes surveyed in CA in 2009Con�dential dataset with 24,216 homes surveyed in CA in 2009

Monthly consumption (from utility) for electricity, gas (if used)Monthly consumption (from utility) for electricity, gas (if used)
Monthly HDD and CDDMonthly HDD and CDD
Primary heating fuelPrimary heating fuel
IncomeIncome
Nighttime thermostat setpointNighttime thermostat setpoint
Daytime thermostat setpointDaytime thermostat setpoint
Zip codeZip code

138 households in 37 zip codes138 households in 37 zip codes with >80% coverage for electric with >80% coverage for electric
1,018 households in 83 zip codes1,018 households in 83 zip codes with >80% coverage for gas with >80% coverage for gas

Data - Hh ConsumptionData - Hh Consumption
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 is share is share
of 2018 homes with coal or noof 2018 homes with coal or no
heating fuel in block-group heating fuel in block-group 

 is coef�cient of interest is coef�cient of interest
 is repair class, 2018 is repair class, 2018

demographicsdemographics

 are county FEs for county  are county FEs for county 
 are county-speci�c slope are county-speci�c slope

shiftersshifters

Median income in 1936, 2018Median income in 1936, 2018
Mean rent 1935Mean rent 1935
Presence of Blacks in 1936Presence of Blacks in 1936

Flexible �xed effect speci�cation
  
  

Analysis: Substandard Heating Tech.Analysis: Substandard Heating Tech.

PPeerrcceennttSSuubbssttaannddaarrddbb == ββ00 ++ ∑∑

gg∈∈{{AA,,BB,,DD}}

ββgg ++ ββxxbb ++ γγcc((bb))wwbb ++ ΓΓcc((bb)) ++ ϵϵbb

PPeerrcceennttSSuubbssttaannddaarrdd

bb
ββgg
xxbb

ΓΓcc((bb)) cc

γγcc((bb))

wwbb
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Result: Substandard Heating Tech.Result: Substandard Heating Tech.
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Response to temperature shocks
Home may have insuf�cient energy service quality if energy consumptionHome may have insuf�cient energy service quality if energy consumption
responses to weather shocks are very large.responses to weather shocks are very large.

Analysis: Hh ConsumptionAnalysis: Hh Consumption
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Response to temperature shocks
Home may have insuf�cient energy service quality if energy consumptionHome may have insuf�cient energy service quality if energy consumption
responses to weather shocks are very large.responses to weather shocks are very large.

Consumption response is endogenousConsumption response is endogenous
Both will have low consumption response to weather shocks:Both will have low consumption response to weather shocks:

Homes with ef�cient heatingHomes with ef�cient heating
Inef�cient homes who meet budget constraints with conservativeInef�cient homes who meet budget constraints with conservative
thermostat settingsthermostat settings

Analysis: Hh ConsumptionAnalysis: Hh Consumption
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 is energy (kWh, is energy (kWh,
therms) consumption fortherms) consumption for
household household  month  month 

 is HOLC Grade  is HOLC Grade  for  for 
 is the heating-degree day is the heating-degree day

for for  in month  in month 

 is the thermostat is the thermostat
setting for setting for 

 is the climate is the climate
type for type for 

 is reported income for  is reported income for 
 is household  is household  �xed effect �xed effect

Analysis: Hh ConsumptionAnalysis: Hh Consumption

ccoonnssuummppttiioonnhhtt == ββ00 ++ ββ11HHDDDDhhtt ++ ∑∑

gg∈∈{{AA,,BB,,DD}}

ββgg ⋅⋅ HHDDDDhhtt ⋅⋅ 11((gg == gg((hh))))

++
33

∑∑

ll==11

55

∑∑

ss==11

ββllssHHDDDDhhtt ⋅⋅ 11((NNIIGGHHTTSSEETThh == ss)) ⋅⋅ 11((CClliimmaatteeZZoonneehh == ll))++

++ ββiinncc ⋅⋅ HHDDDDhhtt ⋅⋅ aavvggiinnccoommeehh ++ ΓΓhh ++ εεhhtt

ccoonnssuummppttiioonnhhtt

hh tt
gg((hh)) gg hh
HHDDDDhhtt

hh tt

NNIIGGHHTTSSEETThh

hh
CClliimmaatteeZZoonneehh

hh
iinnccoommeehh hh
ΓΓhh hh
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Result: Hh ConsumptionResult: Hh Consumption
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Result: Hh ConsumptionResult: Hh Consumption
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Evidence of lingering differences in heating technology in/out of redlined
areas

Remains after controlling for observable differences in 193XRemains after controlling for observable differences in 193X
Useful for targeting of energy ef�ciency programsUseful for targeting of energy ef�ciency programs

Evidence of larger consumption responses to cold weather shocks in
redlined areas

Conditional on 193X observablesConditional on 193X observables
Conditional on thermostat setpointsConditional on thermostat setpoints

Further work
Understanding selection into Grade D (red)Understanding selection into Grade D (red)
"Stickiness" of redlined areas"Stickiness" of redlined areas

ConclusionConclusion
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Thanks!Thanks!
  
  
  

jkirk@msu.edu

ThanksThanks
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